
Engineer’s Toolset
Fast Fixes to Network Issues

WHY CHOOSE ENGINEER’S TOOLSET? 
» Monitor and alert in real time on network availability and health.

» Perform robust network diagnostics for faster troubleshooting and quick resolution of complex

network issues.

» Easily deploy an array of network discovery tools including Port Scanner, Switch Port Mapper, and

Advanced Subnet Calculator.

» Manage Cisco® devices with specialized tools including Real-time NetFlow Analyzer, Config

»

integration makes easier and faster troubleshooting allowing you to start tools contextually from

DATASHEET

14 days, full version

SolarWinds® Engineer’s Toolset (ETS) helps you monitor and troubleshoot your network 
with the most trusted tools in network management. Version 11.0 now comes with an 
intuitive web console for 5 of the most popular tools - Response Time Monitor, Interface 
Monitor, CPU Monitor, Memory Monitor, and TraceRoute. 

TRY IT FREE
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INTUITIVE WEB INTERFACE 

Response Time Monitor 

in real time and obtain latency and availability information in tabular form.

Memory Monitor

you to view current memory utilization alongside the total memory available.

CPU Monitor 

Monitor CPU load for multiple devices in real time and set warning and alarm thresholds for 
each device independently.

Interface Monitor 

The Interface Monitor allows you to view real-time interface statistics for routers and 
switches simultaneously.

TraceRoute

the performance and latency of each hop across a communication path.

TOOLKIT ADMINISTRATOR 

Toolset Launchpad  

Quickly access your favorite tools and all networking tools. Customize these groups as required. 

Workspace Studio

of your vital network statistics.

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

®

stored in non-volatile NVRAM.

14 days, full version

TRY IT FREE
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future reference.

been easier to get started with NetFlow! 

TFTP Server

routers and switches. 

DIAGNOSTICS  
Perform robust network diagnostics for troubleshooting and quickly resolve complex network 
issues with tools such as Ping Sweep, DNS Analyzer, and Trace Route. 

Diagnose network problems by continuously monitoring devices in real-time and displaying 
response rates in graphical charts. 

“Simple ping” allows you to keep a running response time log and export results.  

GENERAL/OTHER   

Browser, and more.  

Remote TCP Reset    

Remotely displays all active sessions on routers and terminal, dial-in, and access servers.  

14 days, full version

TRY IT FREE
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Update System MIBs    

SNMP device.

Wake-On-LAN   

Generates a “Magic Packet” to remotely power on PCs attached to networks.  

MIB Scanner   

network devices.

IPAM/DNS/DHCP   
Monitor IP addresses, DHCP scopes with easy-to-use tools such as IP Address Management, 
DHCP Scope Monitor, Advanced Subnet Calculator, and more. 

Subnet Calculator 

DNS resolution.  

Polls DHCP servers to extract IP scopes and highlight scopes low on dynamically assigned 
IP addresses.  

The DNS Structure Analyzer that visually displays the hierarchy of DNS resource records, 
including name server, CName, and pointer.

Enables you to locate DNS database errors and validate forward and reverse resolution of 
domain names.

and e-mail addresses.

14 days, full version

TRY IT FREE
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Determines which IP addresses are not in use and how long it has been since they have been used.

Spam Blacklist    

Enables you to test corporate e-mail servers to ensure they are not listed in one of the spam 
blacklist databases. 

LOG MANAGEMENT    
Effective log management tools for creating, receiving, and logging SNMP traps including tools 

Enables you to modify SNMP trap templates and mimic critical alerts to ensure management 
systems are functioning properly.  

SNMP Trap Receiver   

and functioning properly.  

Allows you to send and receive syslog messages and decode the messages for logging purposes. 

NETWORK DISCOVERY     
Deploy an array of network discovery tools including Port Scanner, Switch Port Mapper, and 
Advanced Subnet Calculator.  

Performs network discovery on a single subnet or a range of subnets using ICMP and SNMP.  

Scans subnets and constructs a table relating IP addresses to MAC address, DNS, and 
manufacturer address.   

built-in templates.

14 days, full version

TRY IT FREE
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Scan a range of IP addresses to display which addresses are in use and perform reverse           
DNS lookups. 

Port Scanner    

and ports.      

Query an IP address range to locate used and unused IP addresses, and obtains data about 
each system in the range.

Subnet List     

Discover all subnets and masks on a network by scanning route tables on a seed router. 

Remotely discover devices connected to each port on a switch or hub, as well as details about 
each port.

NETWORK MONITORING     
Monitor and alert in real time on network availability and health with tools including Real-Time 

CPU Load Monitor 

Allows you to monitor and graph the real-time CPU load on routers and set alarm thresholds to 
quickly identify problems. 

This utility displays bandwidth statistics, in real-time, for data being received and transmitted 
for any remote network device.

® 2000 and later computers via SNMP. 

Enables you to perform real-time capture and analysis of Cisco® NetFlow data, providing in-depth 
visibility into bandwidth utilization. 

14 days, full version

TRY IT FREE
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Allows you to remotely initiate a ping test from any remote Cisco® router to any other SNMP-
enabled device. 

Displays real-time networking monitoring statistics from routers and switches simultaneously.

Router CPU Load     

Monitors the CPU load on multiple Cisco® routers concurrently, recording peak load level and 
when it happened.       

Enables you to collect and graph performance data from any SNMP-enabled device. 

TraceRoute Tool     

Enables you to trace the route of a network path from your computer to any other device. 

Availability Monitor Tool - Watch It!       

An availability monitoring tool that enables monitoring and alerting on the availability of critical 
network devices directly from your desktop.

SECURITY     
Ensure network security with handy tools including Router Password Decryption, SNMP Brute 
Force Attack, and SNMP Dictionary Attack.    

This utility decrypts any Cisco® type-7 passwords for routers and switches, enabling you to 
recover lost passwords.  

SNMP Brute Force Attack     

Enables you to attack an IP address with SNMP queries to determine the SNMP read-only and 
read-write community strings.   

Simulate attacks using permutated hacker dictionaries on network devices to identify 
security vulnerabilities.

14 days, full version

TRY IT FREE
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SNMP

MIB Walk 

extensive MIB database.  

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

14 days, full version

TRY IT FREE

HARDWARE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

CPU Quad core processor or better

Memory 6GB

Hard Drive 20GB minimum

SOFTWARE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

OS Windows Server
®

 2016 or later

Database On-premises

SolarWinds supports Express, Standard, or Enterprise versions of the 
following:

®

 2014, 2014 SP1, 2014 SP2

®

)

Cloud

Amazon
®

 RDS

Azure
®

 SQL database, Managed Instance

These are minimum system requirements. See the Release Notes 

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY. DOWNLOAD A FREE TRIAL!

website, and run on-premises in IaaS environments, or deployed in Microsoft® Azure® by the 
Azure Marketplace.
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14 days, full version

TRY IT FREE

ABOUT SOLARWINDS

or IT infrastructure complexity, the power to monitor and manage the performance of their IT 

high-performing and highly available IT infrastructures. The insights we gain from engaging with 
them, in places like our ® online community, allow us to build products that solve well-
understood IT management challenges in ways that technology professionals want them solved. 
This focus on the user and commitment to excellence in end-to-end hybrid IT performance 

www.solarwinds.com.

Email: sales@solarwinds.com Email: sales@solarwinds.com 

CONTACT US

Email: federalsales@solarwinds.com

APAC 

Email: sales@solarwinds.com

 
For additional information, please contact SolarWinds at 866.530.8100 or email sales@solarwinds.com. 
To locate an international reseller near you, visit http://www.solarwinds.com/partners/reseller_locator.aspx

trademarks, service marks, and logos may be common law marks or are registered or pending registration.  All other trademarks mentioned 

 

 

-

SolarWinds (NYSE:SWI) is a leading provider of simple, powerful, and secure IT 
management software. Our solutions give organizations worldwide—regardless of 
type, size, or complexity—the power to accelerate business transformation in today’s 
hybrid IT environments. We continuously engage with technology professionals— IT 
service and operations professionals, DevOps and SecOps professionals, and 
Database Administrators (DBAs) – to understand the challenges they face in 
maintaining high-performing and highly available IT infrastructures, applications, and 
environments. The insights we gain from them, in places like our THWACK 
community, allow us to address customers’ needs now, and in the future. Our focus 
on the user and commitment to excellence in end-to-end hybrid IT management has 
established SolarWinds as a worldwide leader in solutions for observability, IT service 
management, application performance, and database management. Learn more 
today at www.solarwinds.com.

ABOUT LOOP1

Loop1 is a leading global IT Operations Management (ITOM) 
company specializing in the SolarWinds ITOM product 
offerings—we offer the most comprehensive training and 
professional services for SolarWinds clients across the 
globe. Headquartered in Austin, TX, United States, with 
offices in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Germany, Sri Lanka, 
and Singapore, the group has more than 100 employees 
across four continents, clients in more than 60 countries, 
and 25+ SolarWinds Certified Professional (SCP) engineers, 
holding 130+ individual certifications.

A SOLARWINDS ELITE PARTNER

CONTACT US
US  +1 (877) 591-1110 
UK +44 (0)1285 647900 
IRE +353 (0)21 601 7548

www.loop1.com  |  info@loop1.com

®

https://loop1.com/contact/?vendor=1&swServices=23&swProduct=34

